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This paper consists of aCtOry with a moral.
In order to preserve.the cOntinuity of the' story I shall put quite a bit, of the moral into4the footnote's.
Those:with no taste 'tor morals can, of course, skip the.footnotes.
This ,story is about some lirtguistc data. And, because the point
of the story is not to clue'you in to one or two facts about Jan obscure
language, I'm going to take some liberties with the facts. What matters
1
A
is that the story could be true, not whether it is or not. It is, perhaps, 1
the first -ever sociolinguistic shaggy dog story.
4
..

.

There's a language, which I'll call rzotzi12 for which someone once
wrote a Mickey Mpuse generative grammar.3 Among the rules of this grammar
is something which we can represent thus:4
(1)

,

t
C

-4

WHERE

fklali
,

teno

In other words he 4nderlying where-question morpheme ttas two diffe
.
iealizations i
ee variation. And you'll have to take my word. for thq
fact that the rule- isn't syntactically or phonologically conditioned.

As 'is well

known,' ogle thing hard
-nosed sociolinguists .don't wear
ar'd-nosed
So, when one'of their number, whose.name I won -'t mentiod,
was browsing tlirough this grammar in his bath, one morning, he winced a bit when
he saw (1).- Cleanly there was only one thing he could 'do -- p
up four
research assistants and,fiVe Uhers and parachute into Tzotiil and to check
i.

braces':

the rule' out.

Act in Tzotzil-land he and his. baggage laboriously record every
occurrence of k'al and teno and)for each occurrence they note down the age .
of the.speak r, where he was standing, his pupil dilation, the time of day,
the home addr ss of him and his addressee, the jir. temperature, the height
of the 'speaker's spouse, and one or two other things which I'd rather not
mention.

\

Meanwhile, back ip the U.S.A., the ,computer is busy thinking about
the data that our linguist is diligently radioing back to it.. As a result
of its cogitations it plots a number of'graphs, some of which will be reProduced below. In the first. one [Figure . overleaf] they-coordinate
ranges from 1-100.and represents the pe centage of teno occurrences relative
t
total k'al and
occurrences.
0 viously 100 less whatever the value
y is will give y
'al occurrenlces. (
you
ou the.percentage of
C7
(2)

100n

where n = number of teno occurrencoccurrences

n+m

where m
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ntmber of k'al-occurrences

f
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Along the abscissa 'we have pupil dilation.
Now, as the reader well knows,
indeed as anyone knows who has read Labov (1970), pupil dilation is an
objectiVe empirical measure of the degree of formality of a conversational
situatioh.
Youlipy be wondering how ,Labov ever discoveted that,6 but try
and put such unworthy thoughts out of your mind.
However, as you can see,
this graph actually isn't,very exCiting
It seems that pupil dilation,
a.k.a. 'degree of formality,', is compiletely irrelevant to relativ
kica
and teno usage.
In lthe next graph the y-coordi.nate stays tke same but along he
abscissa we have the home address and occupation of the speaker ranged.
along a seven point scale.
Some or'.my more naive readers may be a little
puezled,as to how we much such obvi'usly multidimensional data to.a sin le
linear seven point scale.
Let me fi 1 you in on the sophisticated tech-.
nique involved:7 what you do is away points. So if the subject lives
in the Tzotzil-land equivalent of Par Lane they get 7 points For home,
address, whereas if they live in the Tzotzil -land equivalent of Clapham
they only getl2 points.
Likeilise if the subject Is the Tzotzil equivalent
of Vice Chancel 'r tJ-en they get 6 points whereas if they,are the Tzotzil
equivalent of a cleaner they only get 1 point. For any given subject you
just tot up their scores, divide by the number of dimensions you first
thought of,,and plot them on a graph.
I'm sorry if this digression has
bored those who knew how to do it all alon

100%

Figure 2.

75%

50%

257.
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As you can see,.this graph is a little more interestinglhan.the last
one but our linguist was- terribly disappointed with it.
I should have
mentioned that the computer not only prints out these prettygraphsbut
it also associates with each a string of figures. And in this case the
figures tell us that the curve is just a random distribution around the
50% line, a distribution which is of no significance to man or beast.
Our linguist is distressed at this because his previOus experience of
this variable had led him.to believe that7alMost anything which linguists
had. called optional was; in reality, strongly cotrelated with
Disappointed, but Undeterred, our lingifist continued to examine
the graphs providedby the computer, despite the'fact that the two variables which were, in his view, the mdst,promising, had let him down.
Being a good empiricist he was naturally' willing to examine the correlation between any pair of variables Whatsoever. 6 The next graph to emerge
From the line-printer turned out to be vary puzzling indeed':
r

100%-

Figure

75%4

50%

*
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0
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,130°

Air temperature
graph.the abscissa represents air. temperature.
As you can
imagine this curve had our linguist, seriously worried. He was after all,
asociolinguist not a physiological linguist, Whatever else he wanted
he Aidn't want the honour of being the first linguistto discover an
'optional' rule that was conditioned by air temperature.9 AcCordingly
he took a. close loOkat the. string of figures associated with this graph
and discovered that although the curve was significant it wasn't'really
very significant.
There was a one-in-ten possibility of its hAring happened by chance.
Our linguist put this graph on'one side, consoling himself.with the thought that he was probably the victim of one of those
statisticaj freaks that even the most rigorous of scientists must sometimes fall prey to.
In this

,

4

Several more graphs came out but they all followed the pattern of
the Eirst two we looked at so I won't bore you with the details..
The
linguist'wasbeginning to get rather anxious.-'7 maybe the rule really was
optional.
The final graph to emerge swept all,these-worries away
here
at last was anmethihg exciting; not awly did it'have a pretty shape but
also the figures associated with it made it virtually certain that it had
not arisen through chance.

4
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Figure 4.
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11.00

.

17.60

Time of day
the curve. turns
The absaissa of this gTaph 'represents-tHe time of day
at about 11.00 a.m. At last we have the proof that the Mai / teno
ernation is not optional. Our linguist- looked at this graph and the.first
hypothesis that sprang to his mind went as follows: there'is A abstract
competence -type rule which says use teno before 11.00'and use Mai after
Furthermore the output of this competence rule iq obscured by
11.00.
performance factOrs such as memory limitations, slips of the tongue, distractions, false starts, shifts of attention and interest,,, and faulty
watches sold to the Tzotzil-landera by unscrupulous,Japanese salepmen.10
In the absence of these performaJe factors the competence rule fourd
appear thus:11
(

Figure 5.
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Time of day
On further reflection our linguist decided that this ,hypothesis wouldn't.
There were three reasons for this,, the last, 436,rig the most compelling,
do.
forthcoming paper.
although only the first two get mentioned

The first' is that the curve-iWt quite what you'd expect on the
most plausible model of erfcerj6ne discrepancy. If speakers switched
from teno to Mal as-ifoph-aS they thought it was-11.00, but sometimes
,got th time .4-rang-then the curve would look like Figure 6 and not like
Figure
tl
7
.

.
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Time of day

The second reason is that if you look at the individual data,
rather`than at-the grouped data, then you discover that tbe curve shown
in Figure 4 is replicated for individual 'speakers and isn.'t just a product eel'

their summation..
r

The third reason
the-unmentiOnabte one --'lay in something one
of.his research assistants confided tcOlim as they were on their way to
a Tzorzil Bar Mitsvah one day, soon after tbey had formulated the,11.00
competence hypothesis.
This research assistant had apparently overheard
oneof their Lubjects use the Mai ,form at 6.00 one morning.
The research
assistant approached the subject.. and asked him to repeat what he had just
The subject repeated his utterance and again used the :Val tom.
The research assistant then asked the subject whether he realizedthat
he had made a mistake and whether he knew what. the time was.
The subject
replied that he wasn't awareof having made, any mistake and that he thought
the time was about 6.00 a.m. Needless to say, the research assistant Came
away a puzzled and worried man.

A

Of course an anecdote like that has no place in an empirical theory
of language and our linguigt 6ghtly disregards it.completey when he
justines his rejectionof the 11.00 competence flypothesis,12
The linguist's new hypothesis'took the form of a.variable rule, a
rule wHich, like other rules ,of generative grammar is to be interpreted
as a part of individual.competence.13 This rule looks like this:, 14
I-

(teno>

(3)

WRERE

n

It

1-n

It

where, n = f(t) and t is the
time of the utterance.

Now that may kook very fancy, but it doesn't help us 'too) much unless we
know what f is.
Luckily that question. is easy to answer -- I expect most
readers who have given %Figure 4 even a cursory glance will already have
guessed it.
Yes, of course,
Figure 4 is none other than a close approx.
imationto our old friend the common or garden negative hyperbolic tan
curve.

So weave that:1

6

-

lok

r
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(4)

f

=.

Ax(a

tanh(bx
c))
where a, b apd c are constants.

Our linguist got the computer to fiddle around with the constants a bit
anti came up.with best-fit values for a, b and c. Then he tested the
.match between the curve generated by his variable tule and that plotted
as a result of his observations.
Amazingly the match is very close and
the possibility of its occurring by chance quite negligible.
Before brieiging this saga of- research virtuosity to a close/let
me just smmarize the achievements of this linguist. Hehas shown that
yet another rule, previously thought optional, is actually conditioned.
He has shown chat--t-his conditioning is contextual and that the rule which
exhibits
it is
probabilistic and not just an absolute rule
obscured by performance factors.
And above.a11,-innacists rejoice, he
has shown that hyperbolic tan functions are a feature of the competence
underlying the human language faculty.

'

I might mention, in passing, that an additional graph provided by
the computer also enabled our Linguist to explain the very puzzling facts
he had uncovered concerning the relation between where-questions. and'airtemperature.
The computer had proyided him with a plot of air-temperatureagainst time which looked like this:

1300

Figure 7..

800

16.00

Time of day

This shows that the hottest part of the Tzotzii'da9 is about 4.00 in the
afternoon.
If we compound this'curve with our timeTdependent variable.
rule then the graph (Figure 3) that we had before, appears quite straightforwardly. -here, as if he needed it, was independent confirmation of
our linguist's hypothesis.

NI

Now I'm sure that the reader has found our linguist's second hypothqis' utterly compelling as an explanation of'the curious facts about
teno and k'al.
However I feel that it is only fair to point out that
there is an alternative .hypo6lesis available, if only to illustracle the
immense superiority of the theory just described. The trouble with this
alternative hypothesis' is that it isn't very empirical.
In fact it isn't'
at all empirical.
And it invokes non-behavioral concepts like 'meaning'.16
Worse still it doesn't make any 'very'p5icise17 predictions about the data.
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What' predictions it does make seem more or less compatible with the data
asI've- described it.
Anyway let me just sketch thiA hypothesis for you
so-you can see how vague, silly and methodologically -unsatisfactory it is.
//'.

The silly hypothesis runs as follows:
the words kid/ and teno
mean slightly different things.18 Both are basically equivalent to the
English word 'where! but teno carries in addition the presupposition ghat
the addressee hasn't been very far away whilst Mal carries the presuppo
sition that the addressee has been some distance away. And that's all we
need to say Zinjuiaticaiiy.
However there are one or two nonlinguistic
facts which impingeion things. Before 11.60 people in Tzotzilland
haven't had a chance to go any great distance away and return so where
questions adtlressed to them mostly take the teno form.
After 11.00 people
start filtering back from the fields and the kid/ form takes over in
questions addressed to these peAons.
And that's it. That's the hypo
thesi:q.
Of course it's-silly to think that one could still get away u)ith
explanations like that now that linguistic theory is.at liberty to posit
variable rules and internalized hyperbolic tan funt;tions.
.

*

Let us examine the assumptions implicit in variable rule descrip
tions (VRDs herbafter).in rather more detail.19 VRD's involve he linguist
in a complete change of data base': they purport to offer an exikan-ati,on,
not for the Corm of sentencetypes (as a conventional grammar does) but
instead rorihe form of sentence tokens, only the latter count as data for.
VRD.
Furthermore a VRD cannot employ as data' the form of a particular
sentence token (as a conventional grammar can) but can only refer to the
set of forms found in A set -of sentencetokens.20
The explannndum ol, and data for, eowientiO4a1 grammars is, in
large measure, a set of judgements about wellformedness.
These judge
ments are irrelevant to the probabilistic components..of a VRD because the
latter: can only make statements about the relative frequency of occurrent
forms. -It might be argued that VRDs are about the wellformedness)of text
but this view cannot be'maintained. Consider the synonymous expressions
'---' and '' in the propositional calculus:21. the former is much less'
common it proofs that the latter.
Suppose we examine a large number of:
proofs and find that .the ratio of former to latter is 1:5 and so we add a
variable rule to the syntax of the propositional calculus to reptoduce
this distribution.
What,happens if we are then shown a text consisting
of a set of proofs in which the occurrence ratio of '---' to '' is 2:1?
Are we to say that this text is sillformed? Clearly not, all we Can.say
is that it has a nonstandard occurrence,ratio of '---' and ''.
VRDs
conflate two distinct types of fact,22i facts about wellformedriess and
facts about occurrence, 'all within thb same notational and theoretical
framework' (Cedergren and Sankoff 1974:334).

This conflation has a number of unfortunate methodological con
sequences for linguistic.theory. -In the first place VRDs make single
counterexamples ierelevant.
How could'oneb.produce a counterexamqe to the
VRD proposed above for k'a1 and teno usage? The alternative semantic hypo
thesis is on the other hand, clearly falsifiable by a single counter
example.2-5 Worse still, imagine a linguist, sympathetic to VRDs, who is

VI*
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confronted with a set of counterexameles to one of his nonprobabilistic
hypotheses: he has only to .convert t14 hypothesis into an appropriately
framed VRD in order to actually predict the 'coyiterexamples7. For ex
ample,J suppose Schegioff (1968) had anticipated Labov's (197,0) suggestion
to employ variable rules in the analysis of dialogue data. Then, pre
sented as he was with one counterexample to a rule24 that held for the
other 499 cases in his corpus, Schegloff'could simply have weighted his

-rulq to apply in99.87 of cases. -As it was Schegioff took the counter
example seriously25 and postulated a more general non probabilistic
analysis which sul?sume the entire corpus.
1);

Perhaps the ultimate reductio of the VRD approach Will qme about
when it confronts the problem of the relative distribution of synRnymous
Where these expressions axe both listed in the lexicon we
expressions.
may'simply add a probability to'the entries to give us such pairs as
we are going to do
<OCULIST: E..997)), (EYEDOCTOR: [.003)}.
Howe-N.7er, i
that, and the logic of the VRD approach makes it al!ndatory that we do,
then we Jr e faced with an insuperable problem when e are called upon to
ohccour4 for the re4tive distribution of transformationally unrelated but
synonymous expressiAns, ope or more of which, is not to be found in the
Thus it would be impossible to Pbrmulate a VRD to account for
lexicon.
the relative distribution of perfect tense and passe historique -in French26
or for,the relative distribution of the expressions 'sister, 'in law' and
.

'spous'e's sister or brother's wife'.'

'

a

The type of linguistics caricatured in this paper has, in effect,
rediscovered discovery procedures. just-as distributional data analysis
led to-phrasestructure grammar and the taxonomic phoneme, so statistical
Doubtless horoscopic data
dat!4 analysis leads to probabilistic grammar.
Chomsky's discussions27 -of the
Oalysis leads to astrological grammar.
/methodological fallacy inherent in the.discovery proCedure procedure for
theory construction are too well known to require' repetition here.
One is to say
There are two possible responses to these remarks.
should not be
that VRDs, despite, the grandioSe claims made for them,28
assessed as theoretical statements at all But rather as descriptions
meeting the criterion of observational adequacy, that is as descriptions
which present tbe observed primary data correctly and thus achiey the
lowest level of success -far grammatical description. But, as Chomsky
part by the
has pointed out, 'what data is relevant is determined

J

possibility for a sptematic theory, and one miet therefore hold that
the lowest level of success isno easier to achieve than the others..'..
The problem bE deciding what data is valuable and-to the point is not an
easy one.. What is observed is often neither relevant nor significant,
and what is relevant and significant is often very'difficult to observe,
in linguistics no less than in the freshman physics-laboratory, or, for
that matter, anywhere in science,' (Chomsky f964:28, En.1 [my emphasis]).
That quantifying context should, inpresent circumstances, be a
pointless and misleading exercise is quite unsurprising in the light of
For, as Chomsky implies in the quotation
standard scientific methodology.
above, a comvonent of that methodology is that theories determine their
the linguist
own data.
This principle is no news to most linguists:29
with a.oyntactic theory will study strings which are very different from

a.

9

Y.
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those investigated by the linguist,with a phonetic theory. Equally, no
linguist is Interested in:jLtr.any set of unacceptable strings but only
those that confirm,.disconfirm or decide between linguistic theories.
The secondoresponse is-to claim that probabilistic grammar is
indeed a theory and not just a reification of a particular type of discovery procedure.
And to claim in addition that it is a theory which
specifies that q ntifiable aspects of context counts as potentially re1eL
.
vant data.3°
ut probabilistic grammar, as formulated.by VRD proponents,
..
is not a theory.
Fancy statistics which summarize the distvibution of
items in a sample do not constitute an explanation of ti-l'at distri,bution.3t;

Io think that they could do so,.is to trade on a misconception of the role

,

of statistics in scievice:' the accepted role of statstics, even in psy-..-:
chology, is to test an explanation,, At- to be the ex
The
:) lanation.32'
first word in the phrase 'signif;i:Cdntat the .01 le(/1' does not mean the
same as the second word in the phrase r,6inguistically sigIbificant general.

to proceed as if it did i)to 6e guilty of'gross,equivocation.

izatiion'

Significance in the first sense' .i.''s no guarantee of significance in the
second.-

,

1

-

I am` grateful to
matters.

NOTES-

Oakes for some discussion of statistical

1.

A rather cynical syntactician at the 'conference, on hearing me
make this claim in conversation, responded with l'Aren't they all'.

2.

The is actually a language called Tzotzil which does have wherequestion morphemp-s k'a and t(mo. .It is-interestingly discussed '
in .Saries 1970 to whiclf1 I owe the inspiration for the present discussion.
The latter should not however be construed either as a
contribution to the. study of the real language Tzotzil, or alls a
caricature of my source.
Reference to Saries 1970 w4141. rapidly
serve to dispel both these construals.

/

.

3.

To the beSt of my knowledge this statement is false.

4.

course there is an alternative formulation in which we assume
°Ike of the two forms to be underlying and have an optional rule.
which Converts it into the other form.. Nothing said below is in
the least affected by my choice 6T formulation.

5.

After this paper was given a leading British sociolinguist criticized it on the grounds that it should have named names and taken a
specific piece of work as its target. Thd reason for not having
done so iS straightforward: the criticisms-advanced are-of a quite
general methodological nature, to have directed them at a specific
piece of work would have obscured the at that they apply to a
whole paradigm of research.

6.

4!

Of

'Cf. Chomsky 1964:56f.

A.()

1

12.,6

7.

For more serious discussions of the ntological absurdity of this
kind of _approach see Cicourel 1964;1.972; Gazdar 1976a and Wilson

Ivo.
o

8.

Incredible as it may seem, the definition of empiricism implicit
in this remark is alsoiimplicitsin the work done'by Many persons
It'receives classic' expression
referred to as 'social scientist'.
'There is'
in the statistical technique known as factor analysis.
surely no reason why the linguist must'necessarily limit himself
the study of phenomena and their 'correlations", avoiding any
to
attempt to gain insightintosuch data by means of an explanatory
theory of lauguage.'. (Chomsky 194:99).

9.

A
I do not mean to imply that rules of this type could not exisr1.
phonetic rule which, say, varied the height of back vowels accord
ing to atmospheric pressure does not sound, a priori, very unreas.onable.
What makes this type of rule so ludicrAs in the present
context is the fact that we are dealing with the diOtribution of

'10.

This list is mostly derived from the lists given in Ohom)0 1965.

11.

It is not my intention to suggest that such a time-sensitive ling.In the diScussiot, folloWing
uistic rule is intrinsically absurd.
the paper C.A.Ferguson drew attention to the rule for the use of
the Moroccan-Arabic word for 'needle' which appears to be of exactly
this form for many Speakers.
0

12.

For more serious remarks on the inappropriacy of behaviorist re-'
mentionable linguistic data see Gazdar 1976b.19 A
strictions
behaviorist methodology is, of course, not a necessary concomitant
However, being
of VRDs (Variable Mule Descriptions), or vice versa.
equally symptomatic of a misplaced 'empiricism, their cooccurrence
in this instance should be unsurprising. .Cf., 'e.g. the behavioral
approach adopted by Labov (1973) in his attemptbe- come up with a
probabilistic account of the Meaning of the word 'cup'. At least
some sociolinguists do not feel bound by a behaviorist Methodology:"
Gillian Sankoff (personal communication) apparently only posits a
VRD when she has failed to elicit a meaning difference from informThis order'of procedure seems to carry an implicit
ant intuitions.
admission of the inferiority of VRDs relative to more traditionalforms of linguistic explanation.
N

13.

The latter half of this sentence Is lifted, almost word for word,
from Gedergren and Sank-off (197'4:304)

14.

The notational conventions, employed are discussed in Cedergren and
The contextual variables most often found in such
Sankoff-1974.
I have delibdrately chosen to
rules are 'formality' and 'class'.
use time as the variable because its ontological staty as something
oriented to by speakers is that much more secure than that of the
.variables (cf. footriotes 7 and 11 above).
The
more commonly
point is that VRDs can be okiticzed even. when .they employ rVatively(
sensible variables.
7
,

9.

09

Readers unfamiliar with the lambda tpeuippor are directed

15.

and Fitch. 1969:
o

-16.'

I'm assuming that Quine's 'innocent and uncontroversial
stimulus meaning' (Quinn 1972) is inadequate to the pres
Clearly 'precise'-means 'numerically precise'.

.17.

'In general; it seems seasonable to regard an item as mean-ti
bearing just in case selection of it is subject to an optiO al
rule.. Where the grammar provides for an optional choipe,
t. _makes
sense to search for the conditions under, which it is apprp iafe
to make this chbice (this. being One 'aspect of the study of eaning).'

18.

(Chomsky 1964:36-,7, fn.7)

.

1

1

I

.

19.

The discussion below is complementary to that found isp Bic erton
197t7 1973a, 1973b and Cazdax 1976a.

20.

5f. Sanders 1974:7, fn.3.

21.

Although.'
-' and '-' can correctly be said to be synon ous in the
propositional calculus, they typically have S very diffe ent function
in proofs.
Facts like that can only be obfuscated by e RD.

92.

For a most uSefu.1 discussion of this distin
see Dr tske '(1974:0
The fact, if it is one, that the s ring c tion at mat never
35f.-).o4kurs may,bi evidence for.the fact that t e strin is 11-formed.
The grammar will explain its ill-formednes but it non occurrence
will pnly be explained by the grammar taken together .14, h some
rather strong psychological assumptions. The fact' of is nonoccurrence-and the fact of its ill-formedness are'thus facts of :a
quite different typo,.

23.

E.g. A sees B leave the room and come baCk.a coupile of minutes
later.
A then asks B where B has been and uses tthe k al form.

24.

'A first rule Of telephone conversation, which might
e called a
"distribution rule for first utterances"
the an erer speaks
first.' 1 (Schegloff 1Q68)

25.

'While indeed there is only one such violatiorvirCmY data, its
loneliness in the corpus is nor-sufficient warrant; f r not treating
it seriously. Two alternatives are open. We might ocusysexclus-,

ive on this case and seek to develop an.analysis p trticular to it
that would accouot for its deviant sequencing. This would constitute
an ad hocoattempt to save the distribution -ruie,:usi g a technique
Alternately,
deviant case Adel);Sis.
commonly used in sociology
we might reexamine the entire corpus of materialys eleking to deepen
We migiht ask: Is this
our'understanding Of the opening sequencing.
best treated as a deviant case, or would a deeper aid more general.'
formulation of the opening sequencing reveal properties of the
initiation of talk that the distribution rule glosses over. Analysis
of the case reveals that the distribution rule, whijle it holds in

..

/

most caseS, his in fact.best understood asilia deiva0.ve of.more 'gep-g°
(khegloff 1968)
eral

,12
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I owe:this example and theigument it illustratea

26.

o Dick Hugsont

(gersonal communication).

27.

E,g, in Chomsky 1962.

28.

'The,-power -.of this approach lies in the uniquely well-defined- and

,

,

.

economical rerationship-which itposit between4pompetence and
.linguistic performance,0 an4ogoda-to that 1)etWeen a probability,
di'stribution and a sample, or between a,model
simulation.
, This relationship not.only:integsratkseneratiVeand behavioral
aspects in :at elegant way; but is a4o easily operationaliged so as
ta'provide 'consistent and reproduqible results: The utility of a
thenryocontaining valtiable.rulea is-Magnified many times as a coneql.lece of tbe-easeland naturalness With. which it extends from
-turelPlingdistic
to.thedomains of sociolinguistics,
atylistIcs, dialectologyr! and langdage change, individually or in
combination.' (Cedergren and Sankoff. 1974:353) ,

,

.

L

.

It is one of the themes of a recent aymposidm CohenA.974) on ex-.
plaining linguistic phenomena;
see especially
e papers by Bever
(19/4), Dougherty.(1974), Dretske:.(1974)-and. Whitaker(1974) . It
can alsb be found thraughOuGhOmsky's methodological writings, e.g
'The.prevailingattitdde in.the sciences' is tbregard data .as of
interest-prit14.1y.:Insar. as:jt''has-bearing'on the choice among,
alternative tWories,-.and-ta,aearch far '_data,-.hoWever exatiC.,that

29.

'wil

be crucial in this sense:`'.

(: Chomsky -1964:98-9

'Onc
accepted and incorporated into description, variabilitrcan
'be m de a function not only ofthe presence or_absence.of linguiatic
elements but also can be constrained' byextralinguistic factors,
all within the same'notatinal ana theoretioal'framework:1(Cedergren

30.

and Sankoff 1974:33.4 [my emphasis]),
.

BY way'qf analogy consider a complex algebraic equation which, when
plotted on a grap
gave "us an outline map of the U.K.
There is no
sense in which suc an equation could be said to explain the shape
of the U.K. although .it might, e.g., be a useful Way of storing the
shape in a computer.
[This analogy. is not original to, thia paper
but I can no longer locate a source for it, so none is given.]

31.

,

32:
,

1(he only counterexample I knoW of to this claim inthe 'hard'
.sciences lies in the role of Statistics. in Quan4Ld Mechanics.
Persons wishing to draw parallels betWeen the latter andlinguistics are welcome to try and,da o.
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